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1. Let us consider the family F of univalent functions in a domain D of the com-

plex z-plane which contains the origin. We suppose all functions to be normalized

by the conditions/(0)=0,/'(0)= 1 and define their local power series development

(1) fiz) = z+ J anz\
n=2

The coefficient problem for the family consists in the search for bounds for the

coefficients an and for the set of points {a2, a3,...,an,...}in the coefficient space

which belongs to functions in F.

The problem of determining the functions in F, for which, say, the functional

Re {an} takes its maximum, can be attacked by the method of variations and the

extremal functions can be characterized by functional-differential equations [2], [4].

The general idea of this procedure is as follows: Let w=f(z) map the domain D

onto the image domain A and let T be the complement of A in the w-plane. To every

point wQ e T one can find univalent functions in A of the form

(2) w* = V[w] = w + ew2l(w-w0)w% + O(e2)

such that K(0)=0, K'(0) = 1 and that the remainder term Oie2) can be estimated

uniformly in each closed subdomain of A. The combined mapping function

(3) f*(z) =  V[fiz)] = fiz) + efizflifiz) - Wo)w% + Oie2)

is then a competing function in F with the nth coefficient

(4) ^ = ûn_^/>n(J_) + 0(£2)

where Pn(t) is a polynomial of degree (n-2) in t defined by the generating function

(5) T3§^) = 2 [an + tPnit)]z\

We can easily express the coefficients of the polynomial

(6) Pn(t) = "f ¿nj»-1
v=l
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in terms of the coefficients of

(7) /(z)n = 2 a«.kZk-
íc = n

Indeed, from (5) and (7) we infer

(8) An,v = ûv+l.n-

The condition that f(z) be the function with the largest value of Re {an} in the

family F leads to the inequality

(9) «•{•W¿)}+Wi°

for all admissible variations (2). The basic lemma of the calculus of boundary

variations [2], [4] allows us then to infer that A is a slit domain whose boundary V

consists of analytic arcs with the differential equation

00) ^pn(-L) + i=o
W(rf     n\w(r)J

if t is a properly chosen curve parameter.

It can even be proved [3] that

(11) Fn(l/w)^0,       weT, w¿ co,

so the boundary arcs cannot fork at any finite point.

It is the purpose of the present paper to prove that the extremal function/(z) is

such that

(12) a2,„ * 0.

Since, clearly, we have

(i3) Pli) = a2n+ei±+...+<h n- l,n  .        A

-3 +M,n-2'

we conclude from the differential equation (10) that the boundary T has near

infinity the asymptotic direction eia defined by

(14) e-iaa2_n < 0.

Hence the boundary component of the extremum domain which contains the

point at infinity has an asymptotic direction there.

A consequence of this fact is that, in the case of univalent functions in the unit

disc, the extremal domain is bounded by one single analytic arc ending with asymp-

tote at infinity. This fact was first proved by Schaeffer-Spencer [1]. They derived

it from a careful analysis of the coefficient body of univalent functions. In a recent

Stanford thesis, F. T. Johnson has derived the same result from an analogous
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result for univalent meromorphic functions in the unit disc by a passage to the

limit.

It seems that the fact a2,„#0 is proved here for the first time in the case of all

extremum problems for univalent functions. It may be very helpful in the further

analysis of the functional-differential equation.

2. To prove our assertions, we have to complement the variations (2) which

single out finite boundary points w0 by an additional variation near the point at

infinity. Indeed, since the functions/(z) e F are, by assumption, regular in D, the

point at infinity lies in T.

We consider a part T'<=F which is located near infinity and which bounds a

simply-connected domain A' in the w-plane which contains the origin and has with

respect to it the mapping radius R. That is, there exists a univalent function

tv = <D(0 in the disc |£| < R with <D(0) = 0, <D'(0)= 1 which maps it onto A'. Clearly,

(15) = *(£) = Rcp(^j = 2 A*-«'»!*,       Ax = 1

where <p(r¡) is a normalized univalent function in \-n\ < 1. By shrinking the comple-

ment I"" towards infinity, we can make 7? as large as we wish.

We have the well-known estimates

(16) Mil S 2,       M3|S3,...,       \An\Sen.

Hence the inverse function

(17) £ = vv-^ + ^i^vv3 + 0(±)

represents a univalent variation of A which allows a uniform estimate of the error

term 0(11R3) in every closed subdomain of A.

We may introduce a more general variation by mapping A' onto |£|<7? and

superimposing the additional mapping

<18> f-ti-pW-Z(t)   *
of that unit disc with arbitrary real a. Thus we have the new variations

(19)    r*(w) = w + ^(2eia-A2)w2 + ^2(3e2ia-4A2eia + 2A22-A3)w3+o(^)j,

and the functions

f*(z)=f(z) + ±(2ei°-A2)f(z)2

(20)

+ •1 (3e2i"-4A2ei°+2A22 - A3)f(z)* + o(±}

lie for all real a in the family F and are competing functions.
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The nth coefficient of the varied function has the form

(21) a* = an+±(2ei°-A2)a2.n + -^(3e2i"-4A2ei°+2A22-A3)a3,n + o(j^-

The extremum condition on f(z) leads to the inequality

(22) Re ÍA:2ei"-A2)a2,n+j(3e2i*-AA2ei° + 2A22-A3)a3^ â o(¿)

for large R and every choice of a.

3. From the original differential equation for T we know that we may choose I""

as an analytic arc with a specific asymptotic direction at infinity. In this case, the

coefficient A,(R) will have the asymptotic form

(23) AV(R) = *«v-i,i + 0^,

where ß depends on the asymptotic direction but not on R.

If a2>n7¿0, we infer from (22) and (23)

(24) Re {(eia-eie)a2J = 0   for all a.

This leads to a simple relation between sgn a2>n and ß which is equivalent to (14)

and does not give new information.

But suppose a2>n=0. Now, the maximum condition (22) becomes

(25) Re {a3.n(3e2ia - Sei(a * B) + 5e2iß)} á 0

for all real a. We define the polynomial

(26) n(0 = (£-l)(3£-5) = 3£2-8£ + 5

and can bring (25) into the form

(27) Re {a3,ne2ieTl(0} è 0   for all |{| - 1,

We use first the values £ = eie with small e and find

(28) Re {a3,ne2iß(ie-ie2+ ■ ■ -)(-2 + 3/£+ • • •)} Z 0

for all real s. The lowest order term in e leads to the conclusion

(29) a3,ne2iß = r,       r = real

and we obtain from (28)

(30) r-Re{-e2 + 0(e3)} g 0,       r â 0.

Next, choose £= -1 and since n(— 1)= 16, we obtain from (27) and (29):

(31) 16r á 0,       r Í 0.

Thus, from a2n = Q we are led to the conclusion

(32) a3,n = 0.
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4. To find the first coefficient ak,n in (13) which does not vanish, we proceed as

follows. Let

(32) w = p(Q = ^5

with the inverse function

r„S ,       -u v     (l+4w)1!2-l
(33) l=P 1W = (1+4w)1B + 1-

We construct the function

1        _ 4vv
(34) -p[ap-\w)} = [(1+fl) + (1_flX1+4w)1<,], •

In the special case a= — 1 we obtain

(35) -F(-/>-») = j^ = 2 (-4)n-^.

In the case a = ei£ with small £ we may develop the function (34) into a series of the

small parameter il—a) and find

(36) l-p[ap-\w)] = w-^^((l+4wy2-l)w + 4$(l^w2 + 0((l-an

Observe that the function 93(17) introduced in (15) tends with 7? -*■ 00 toward the

rational limit function

(37) r.o?) = e-'Wn)-

The inverse function (17) has the form

(38) t = Rcp-^w/R)

and the composite variation (19) depending upon the parameter a appears as

(39) I* = V(w; R, a) = Re-^é'tp-^w/R)}.

If we develop V(w; R, a) into a power series in w near w=0, we obtain

(40) V(w;R, a) = ¿ Av(7?; a) J^ w».

Let us define

(41)        F(w; 00, a) = e"" -/>[a/> ̂(«"w)] = J "v(«K>
0 v = l

It is evident that

(42) lim Av(7?, a) = Av(a).
Ä-» CO
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We insert now the function w =f(z) into the variation (39) and obtain the value

(43) a* = an+^=\ hk(R, «) + o(¿)

for the varied nth coefficient if ak-n is the first nonvanishing coefficient in (13).

The maximum condition for f(z) with respect to Re {an} leads thus to the limit

inequality

(44) Re{ak,nhk(a)}S0

for all values of a. We evaluate this condition for a=eie near a= 1. We find from

(36) and (41) the asymptotic formula

(45) hk(a) = -8 ±^5 4*-1 (j. *1)e«k-1)i + 0((l-a)3)

if we assume k > 2. Thus, since

(46) sgn^j^i-l)*

we derive from (44) the inequality

(47) Re {ak,ne«k ' »'( - 1)" ¡J^y} + 0(e3) ê 0,

that is,

(48) Re{ak^k-1^-l)k¥^^} + 0(^) ¿ 0.

Since e can be chosen positive or negative, we find by considering the first order

terms only

(48') ak,neUk-1)S = r,       rreal

From the second order terms we read off

(49) ( - 1 )k * xr ■ e sin f>/2) + 0(e3) ^ 0,

that is,

(49') r(-l)fc + 1^0.

Next, we choose a= -1. From (35) and (41) we find in this case

(50) hk(a) = e«fc-»«(-4)k-1.

Hence (44) becomes

(51) Re{ak,neKk-1)B(-l)k-1} = 0.

By use of (48) we obtain

(52) ri-iy-iZO.
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Combining (49') with (52), we are forced to conclude

(53) r = 0.

But we assumed ak?n=¿0 and ran into a contradiction.

Thus, the only noncontradictory assumption is a2>n#0 and our assertions are

proved.

5. The variations near infinity, which were introduced in this paper, form an

important additional set to discuss extremum problems involving univalent

functions which do not take the value infinity. The considerations used above can

be extended to any linear functional of the univalent function /(z) and applied in

the case of many more extremum problems.
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